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Issue No. 16-12

Our June Sampler of the Month
Berlin Woolwork Sampler

This was a monumental project for Darlene to reproduce, and each part
includes very clear diagrams of the stitches featured in each part, i.e., tent
stitch, satin stitch, Irish stitch, Hungarian stitch, eyelet stitch variation, star
stitch, brick stitch, Florentine stitch, smyrna cross, diagonal mosaic, diagonal
back stitch, four-sided cross stitch, elongated cross stitch, and more.

On the front cover Darlene describes this as “a 106-motif, multi-stitch
canvaswork or counted thread sampler,” and it is presented in 9 parts.
The original was worked in wool on a 25c ground. The reproduction
is charted in NPI silk, Appleton wool, or DMC. We stock both NPI and
DMC, but if you choose to stitch this in Appleton wool, we will refer you
to one of our ‘sister’ shops, Cathe’s Needle in a Haystack ~ she carries it.
I’m stitching mine on 40c linen with the NPI silks called for.

www.atticneedlework.com

from Darlene O’Steen/The Needle’s
Prayse ... now published by
NeedleWorkPress

Left, the top several parts, begun in 2004
and, right, all of it, including Part 9 at
the bottom, with 4+ motifs to go! I
would have loved to be finished as we
feature this as our Sampler of the
Month, but it’s the closest I’ve been to
being done for any other previous
SOM! Of course, we won’t talk about
how many years it’s taken me. This is a
very gratifying reproduction to stitch
because after each motif completion
there is a strong sense of satisfaction.
And there are so many beautiful motifs
~ many are favorites ... and only a few I
was happy to be finished with.
To read more about Berlin wool
work samplers, you can find very
interesting information at the Hands
Across The Sea Samplers Website. ~ some
wonderful photos of sampler motifs that
will look similar to these.
As our June Sampler of the Month, you can
save 15% on your purchase of at least 2 of
the starred parts:
* chart, 9 parts, $16 each
* linen (40c & 36c Lakeside $32 ~ for Zweigart
linens, $20+ or -)
* NPI silks for Part 1, 1 of each color $165
(Above prices are before discount)

If you take advantage of our June Sampler of the Month as set forth above, here are two more perks:
* As I was stitching this epic sampler on 40c (at least through Part 8), I made notes about several things, like how many ply I
used in the motifs, any color changes I made, as well as several erroneous “new color” listings in the Thread Legends. I
found digital copies of those “Stitching Notes,” and we will include a printout with your Sampler of the Month purchases.
* You are on our June SOM list, and that entitles you to receive the remaining NPI silks for Parts 2 through 9 at the SOM
15% discount, billed and shipped each month for the next 8 months.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More of the “Berlin Woolwork Sampler”
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Two favorite motifs,
the swirly floral and
the dog ~ but there
are many favorites!

Darlene’s The Proper Stitch
With the focus on one of several penultimate samplers from Darlene O’Steen, it provides the opportunity to also
feature an amazing book that Darlene authored. Fortunately, if you don’t already have this book in your
collection, it is still available, now in soft-cover and also on DVD, both $35.99, with a special opportunity to
purchase these at a 15% discount if your an Attic Addict member.
Here’s what the current publisher of this text says about this very comprehensive guide: “The Proper Stitch presents
projects and stitch illustrations by Darlene O'Steen that educate and improve your stitching skills. It is one of the
few books available that actually shows both the front and back side of each stitch. It doesn't just show diagrams;
it gives clear explanations for the stitches and how they can be done properly. This book features 24 new pages, 2
never before published projects, 5 new stitch illustrations, as well as updated photos and revised illustrations. 168
pgs.”
If you don’t already have this book in your library, if you are a serious needleworker, consider it a must have!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Saturday, July 9, 10:30-12:30 Beginning Linen
This class is appropriate for both beginning
stitchers and anyone wishing to refine their skills.
The class project is Linda/Needlemade
Designs’s Tulip needlebook design, and the $30
fee includes her expert instruction + materials.

Saturday, July 30, 10:30-12:30 Book Box Finishing Class ~ Nan
Benson finished her Chessie & Me “Delaware House Stitch Book” that
Linda designed especially for Nan’s guild, and when she brought it in to
show us, we all wanted one, too. Nan has agreed to show us the finishing
techniques she learned from Linda/Chessie & Me. The finishing supplies
will be provided, paint, brushes, Briwax, etc. Fee $20.

Saturday, November 19th, Our
19th Annual Silent Auction for
Breast Cancer Research, 6-8
pm. ~ This stunning
embroidered linen sheet of
beautiful Quaker motifs has
been donated by Gigi of
Belgium.
Save the date ~
details about this charitable
event will be published in a
future newsletter.
More photos of this
embroidered sheet on the
following page.
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Attic Needlework presents

Summer School 2016
Aug. 26-28 in beautiful Mesa, AZ

“Pieces  
of
Olde”

sampler
s

As an Attic Addict member, in June receive a 15% discount on your
purchase of the following:
* The Proper Stitch book ($35.99) or CD ($35.99) ~ $30.59 with discount
* In-stock Lakeside Linens (standard cuts only)
* In-stock NPI Silks

Sunday, June 19 ~ Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ It is also Father’s Day, but as in
years past, we will gather together for a few hours before the barbecue with
fathers! And we will have a very special guest! Please register as refreshments are
served, and please let us know if, after registering, you can’t be with us;
logistically, it helps a great deal, both in seating arrangements & in dessert
amounts ~ fee $10.

July

A
weekend
featuring
samplers,
smalls &
talks by

Customer Appreciation/Stitch-In, Thursdays, 4 - 8 PM For as
long as I can remember, The Attic has been open on Thursday nights
and, along with that, provides the setting for customers to gather to
share their needlework with others. This is an opportunity for me to
host a weekly time with our customers, to show them the newest and
greatest, preview new designs and great needlework stuff, and also see
what you’re stitching! As a valued customer, you are invited to join us!

Sampler & Needlework Handbook

June
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August 26-28 ~ Details inside!

November
13-15

January
13 - 16,
2017

November
2017

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods Workshops:
*An Afternoon Leisure Basket
*Lounging Hare Sewing Box
*A Plump and Pleated Parlour Purse
with Period Pastimes
Full details on subsequent pages.

Our 2017 Sampler Symposium with Merry Cox as
our featured designer, where she will teach
* Stitch, Mend & Mark
* Flowers for My Lady Sewing Purse & Accessories
* Flowers From Thy Garden as an optional workshop
The Symposium will also feature other samplerrelated topics as part of the “main event.”
Jackie du Plessis/It’s Finally Finished will be
teaching three very special projects. Stay
tuned for specific dates & details.

Watch for more
details in June/
July on Jackie du
Plessis’ “Sew
Sweet,” an
Attic exclusive,
the
“Sew
Darling” smalls.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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This Remarkable Piece of Embroidery . . .
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. . . may be yours, an opportunity to own an extraordinary
embroidered linen sheet from Gigi of Belgium. Silent
Auction details will be published in a future newsletter.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Our 2016 Stitch-Along from The Scarlet Letter
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I hope those of you doing our Stitch-Along are enjoying stitching this exquisite sampler. For our goals
for the next two months let’s focus on the letters, bands, and verses inside the cartouche. Most of the
letters are over 2; however, in the verse, there is a mix of over two and over one, and the dividing
bands are mostly cross stitch, with the exception of two eyelet-stitch bands and two satin-stitch bands.
Again, with the satin stitch, I recommend saving those areas to finish later, to avoid ‘wear &
tear’ on the silk threads.

For the over-one letters, if you have difficulty losing your stitches, there are techniques to
address this problem. I found some helpful suggestions here and here.

We are privileged to have on exhibit this stunning sampler ~ the photos try to capture its beauty!

Mary Hammand 1732 ~ Here’s what Marsha says about this
stunning reproduction:
In the early eighteenth century samplers began to evolve from long vertical
bands into more rectangular shapes. They began to incorporate more pictorial
and scenic images and scenes such as those found on seventeenth century canvas
and stumpwork pictures. Alphabets, numerals and verses prevailed but the
sampler evolved both as an exercise in needlework technique as well as a vehicle
for creative artistic expression. Common themes were scenes based on biblical
stories, but the popularity of bucolic, pastoral scenes increased. Mary
Hammand's sampler/canvas work piece melds these themes with a traditional
sampler at the center surrounded by pastoral images on either side of it.
It's interesting to note that she spelled the surname of her parents
"Hamond" and her surname "Hammand"---perhaps attributable to her lack
of delight in learning?
Stitches used in the sampler include cross stitch over one and two threads
of linen, counted satin, back and eyelet.
A special kit discount of 10% is available if you purchase all of
the kit parts, chart ($42) + linen (price varies depending on count)
+ AVAS silks ($184.90)

Right, the original,
housed in the Wisconsin
H i s t o r i c a l S o c i e t y,
which I was privileged
to see in person on a
visit there in July 2012.

Here’s the Wisconsin Historical Society’s online description:
Dark linen ground; completely cross-stitched in silk threads of green, blue, red, white,
brown, and yellow; alphabet at top; pictoral border of greens, reds and tans: a girl with a
sheep at her feet in the lower right corner, a boy with a dog at his feet in the lower left corner,
trees and birds up the sides, solid floral border at top and bottom; some eyelet stitches;
inscriptions: "Gods Love and goodness/ has been shown in sending fro/m his blessed throne
his/ blessed only son to die that w/e the race might run. *MH*/The days of our years are
threescore years and/ ten and if by reason of strength they be foursco/re years yet is their
strength labour and sorrow/ for it is soon cut off and we fly away. Psalm/ the XC verse
the 10./Delight in learning soon will b/ring a child to learn the hard/est thing./Mary
Hammand Her S/amplar [sic] Aged 11 years November t/he 19th 1732."
Object History
The completely stitched ground indicates the sampler was made in England.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Merry Cox’s Ophelia Workshops in June 2016
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It’s almost here! It seems like forever that Merry and I have been planning Ophelia’s trip to Mesa, and it’s next week! I hope Ophelia
likes the desert and our dry heat here in the Southwest! She is very excited to meet all of you from around the country ... and really,
from around the world, as we are expecting guests from Australia and Belgium as well as 17 other states. We will do all we can to
make you comfortable and well hydrated in our summer desert environment (where we’re preparing for record-high temperatures)!
But not to worry ... everything is air-conditioned, and sometimes downright cold and sweaters are helpful!

The weekend schedule with workshop prices:
Friday, June 24, 5 - 9 pm (beginning with a light supper at 5:00) ~ Ophelia I ~ $450
Saturday, June 25, 9 - 4 pm (with a lunch break at 12:00) ~ Ophelia I (continued)
Saturday night, 5:00-??, Wine & Food Reception at the shop open to all workshop participants RSVP
Sunday, June 26, 9 - 4 pm (with lunch at 12:00) ~ Ophelia II ~ $375

Ophelia’s Journey (Part I) by Merry Cox

Meet Ophelia Grace Whetherspoon, a
beautifully handcrafted and hand-painted 9”
wooden doll by famous miniature toymaker
Eric Horne of England. His museum-quality
toys and dolls are the heirlooms of tomorrow
and are highly sought after by collectors today.
His talent has been featured in numerous
magazine articles and his work is represented in
museums. Merry actually went to Eric’s home
in England to meet him personally.
I am honored to introduce you to Merry’s
Ophelia
andispublish
photos,
prices,peg
Ophelia
reminiscent
of workshop
the European
andwooden
hotel information
for
this
very
special
family dolls dating from the midAttic
to late
event.
We
are privileged
Merry
& as
l800’s. Popular
authors to
of host
the day,
such
Ophelia
the
weekend
of
June
24-26
at
the
Florence Upton and Nora Pitt-Taylor, wrote
Hyatt
Place
Mesa, located
justdelightful
15 minutes
about
the in
adventures
of these
Dutch
from
our
new
Attic,
with
shuttle
service
dolls. This type of wooden doll was
called
penny wooden, wooden peg, Dutch doll, plain
Betty, Woodentop or Gretchen.

In addition to the very collectible and beautifully handcrafted doll, your kit for Ophelia I includes her
hand-painted trunk and “wallpaper,” all stitching and finishing materials for dress, slip and pantaloons,
needleroll, sampler, dame school book and commemorative piece, plus a couple of surprises.

You will make Ophelia’s dress out of a lovely
silk fabric with antique trim. Her petticoat and
pantaloons will be made out of vintage eyelet
fabrics. Her hand-painted “trunk” will be lined
with “wallpaper.” You will make stitch samples
for her “Practical Sewing” dame schoolbook.
You will also stitch her sampler and her
needleroll plus make a commemorative piece.
Of course, Merry has to keep some secrets and
her story until their journey to Mesa, but she
will tell you she is in her 15th year of age…..

(Please note the table, chair, smalls on the table and dog in picture are not included but some will be
available for purchase at the workshops.)

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Ophelia’s Journey (Part II)
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Ophelia would like to share her love of needlework and
quilt making with some very special pieces. She has created
three beautiful quilts (you can make one, two or all three
quilts); a wonderful wool penny rug, and her new sampler in
a working frame. In addition to all the wonderful items for
Ophelia, you will stitch a lovely commemorative sewing
case complete with pinkeep and scissors and lined with the
same beautiful silk as Ophelia’s dress. On the back of the
sewing case, you will stitch Ophelia’s travels. The sewing
case is housed in a very special and unusual shaker keepsake
box (the box measures 9 ½” x 5” x 2”).
Kit for Ophelia II includes materials for 3 quilts, wool
penny rug and new sampler including working frame,
plus stitching and finishing materials for commemorative
sewing case including scissors and keepsake shaker box.
(Please note the chair and quilt rack in picture are not
included but some will be available for purchase at the
workshop.)

Commemorative Sewing Case, Ophelia II
Here is a look at the inside of this lovely sewing case. It is lined
in the same beautiful silk used for Ophelia's dress. There are 2
pockets, a pinkeep, scissors, and a place for your needles. Merry
will have the scrimshaw ruler and thread winder available in
class. The boxtop monogram piece is made from an antique
gaming chip from Merry's personal collection.
The deadline for pre-ordering the monogram piece on an
antique gaming chip has come and gone. Orders for postdelivery can be made at the workshops.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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For your Summer School Tuition of $495 you will receive six amazing projects, including six sampler
charts, all of your meals, the opportunity to win some great door prizes, and more wonderful surprises. This
amazingly reasonable tuition is only possible because all of these designers are local and, therefore, have no
airfare expense. Don’t miss out on the funnest Summer School ever! We hope you’ll plan to join us!
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This year we’ve subtitled this event “Pieces of
Olde,” with its focus on antique samplers, in
response to many of your requests, and our
Summer School faculty has some very fun and
interesting projects planned for you! Our
faculty includes our very talented and creative
designers in the desert: Linda/Samplers
Remembered, Gloria/Milady’s Needle,
Vickie & Maegan/NeedleWorkPress,
Linda/Needlemade Designs, and Bunny &
Apryl/Priscilla’s Pocket. We met earlier this
week to finalize plans & projects, and we are all
very excited to invite you to our fifth annual
Summer School presented by The Attic.
With Pieces of Olde as their focus, your
faculty is very busy, each reproducing/
designing a sampler for you as well as a small
project inspired by the sampler.
Please email your interest to
jeanlea@me.com, and ask for a
Registration Form by return email. A
completed form on file from all
registrants is necessary after an
unfortunate incident for a previous
event. Thanks for your cooperation.

Our Summer School opens at 5 PM Friday night, August 26 and closes at noon on Sunday, August 28 at Hyatt Place Mesa. The
hotel is offering us these amazing summer rates: $82/night for both King and Queen/Queen. Call 1.888.HYATT.HP (1-888-492-8847).
Local phone number is 480.969-8200 ~ don’t forget to ask for the “Attic Needlework” group rate. Or use this online booking link

Here’s a glimpse at this year’s “Pieces of Olde” projects ...

Left, Samplers in My Attic’s “Lea School Sampler, aka Ellen Riggots Sampler,” the reproduction
waiting for its frame and the original, and, right, from Linda/Samplers Remembered, a beautiful
Presentation Redwork Sampler ~ it’s difficult to tell which is the antique!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More About our Summer School Projects

A linen & velvet initialed heart keepsake is the project from Vickie &
Maegan/NeedleWorkPress, inspired by this fabulous longitudinal
sampler that several of us have been longing to stitch for a long time!
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A very lovely redwork sampler from the collection of Linda/
Samplers Remembered ~ she’s now reproduced it, and the chart
will be included as part of your Summer School projects.

This sweet sampler from
Bunny & Apryl/Priscilla’s Pocket
has inspired the charming doll,
below, with bands from Sarah
Richards’ sampler reflected on
the doll’s pinafore. Bunny is
very busy sewing the doll body
for each Summer School
attendee ~ we will stuff them,
add the hair and face, and
dress the dolls ~ oh, yes, and
stitch her sampler for her!
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Linda/Needlemade Designs’ Scottish sampler design, “Keziah
Campbell,” named after a many-times great aunt, will be the
inspiration for her small project ~ you are going to love it!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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I am pleased to publish photos, workshop prices, and hotel information for this very special Attic event. We are privileged to host these Sherri
Jones workshops the weekend of November 11-13 at the Hyatt Place in Mesa, located just 15 minutes from our new Attic, with shuttle service
available to and from the shop. Reservations with the hotel can be made by calling 888-492-8847 or 480-969-8200. You must ask for the “Attic
Needlework” group rate (King $114; Double Queen $124) or go online to http://www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html?
corp_id=G-ANWN These rates are available 3 days pre and post the weekend for any of you who wish to come early or stay longer. The rates
include a deluxe continental breakfast, unlimited high-speed Internet access, 24-hour access to the StayFit@Hyatt fitness room and e-room
business center, and use of the swimming pool, 9-hole executive putting green, and shuttle service within a five-mile radius upon availability.

The weekend schedule with workshop prices:
Friday, November 11, 9 - 4 pm ( with a lunch break at noon) ~ An Afternoon Leisure Basket ~ $360
Saturday, November 12, 9 - 4 pm (with a lunch break at noon) ~ A Plump & Pleated Parlour Purse with Period Pastimes $260
Saturday night, 5:30-??, Wine & Food Reception at the shop open to all workshop participants ~ Please RSVP on the Registration Form
Sunday, November13, 9 - 3 pm (with lunch at noon) ~ Lounging Hare Sewing Box $340

An Afternoon Leisure Basket

This little charmer of a swing

handle basket measures just 5" long by 3" wide and is made of patinated
walnut. It is a faithful and exquisitely crafted reproduction of an antique
made exclusively for Patrick's Woods. The basket is fitted with two
pocketed books, a pin pillow, a velvet berry cushion, a scissors sheath and
figural pinkeep with a printed Victorian graphic. Stitches include tent
stitch, stem stitch, wrapped stem stitch, cross stitch, pattern darning and a
variation of butterfly chain stitch. Smalls are lined with Ultrasuede and
trimmed with fine silk ribbon. Kit includes linen, silk floss, DMC pearl
cotton, silk fabric, printed fabric, Ultrasuede, silk ribbons, pins,buttons,
beads, velvet, flannel, needle, stiffener, interfacing and templates.
Alternate cat motifs will be available.
Scissors shown are petite Italian gold handled scissors. Scissors are
NOT included in the kit, but will be available for separate purchase.
A set of matching ivory scrimshaw pieces will be available for
separate purchase and include a tiny butterfly scissors charm, a petite
ruler, and 2 styles of cut out butterfly thread winders.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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A Plump and Pleated Parlour Purse with Period Pastimes
The Purse is inspired by a Shaker bronzed leather sewing purse in my collection and measures
approx. 8” wide x 2” tall and expands to a plump 13” around. The Purse is constructed of alternating
embroidered and silk panels. An ingenious construction, the silk panels are pleated, allowing the purse
to either fold down to a smaller size, or the silk panels can be extended to plump up the purse and
expand the interior.
Whimsical motifs on the embroidered panels are inspired by the pursuits and pastimes enjoyed
in the Victorian parlour. Whist and other lively card games are represented on one panel with an old
fashioned joker displaying a fan of cards. The joker is flanked by crowns to represent the royal playing
cards of the hearts and diamonds suits. A second panel represents the importance of music in the
Victorian parlour and includes the favored parlour pets parrot and songbird. A third panel represents
the popular Punch and Judy puppets. The puppets are presented as silhouettes to reflect the common
hand shadow games of the day. Punch’s dog Toby looks on. And the key motifs represent the
mechanical amusements such as windup toys, games, and music boxes.
Three linen panels are embroidered in silk shades similar to colors found on Victorian linen
playing cards; withered rose-brown, old brick, brownstone blue, and tinted pearl. The panels are
embroidered on 32 count linen with tent stitch and upright cross stitch.
The panels are edged with soft white silk taffeta ribbon and alternately sewn to brownstone blue
silk panels. The front flap is embellished with silk ribbon bow anchored in a vintage mother of pearl
buckle. A vintage mother of pearl button secures the flap.
I am dreaming and scheming about the parlour pastimes inspired petites. The themed smalls
will include a pinkeep, pin cushion and scissors sheath, plus some fun gaming pieces.
To complete the set, I am trying to add mother of pearl sewing tools similar to the pearl gaming
pieces of yesteryear that often found their way into a lady’s sewing basket, for example, the Chinese
pearl game counters that enjoyed a second life as thread winders. Cynthia Linnell, our favorite scrim
artist, is exploring sources for blanks to create fancy rulers and thread winders. If Cynthia is not
successful, I will suggest that ladies add the Kelmscott pearl ruler and thread winders, and purchase
some of the old Chinese game counters. I have collected a few old counters to share as well.
Kit includes linen, silk floss, tapestry needle, silk dupioni, silk taffeta ribbons, vintage mother of
pearl buckle and buttons, printed fabric pieces, templates, interfacing, and any other finishing supplies
needed for the smalls.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Lounging Hare Sewing Box This sewing box, made
exclusively for Patrick’s Woods, is a finely handcrafted
reproduction of an antique and is made from a private stash of
exceptionally gorgeous curly maple. The box measures approx.
3 ¾” x 2 ¾” x 2” high. A sliding lid secures the box contents.
A lofty pincushion adorns the lid top and is embellished with a
regal hare lounging on a ground of muted greens stitched with
variegated silk floss. The sides of the cushion are finished with
twisted cording. The pieces are stitched on 32-count linen with
silk floss to capture fabulous embroidered detail.
The interior of the box is fitted with a stitched tool pad
that is folded ‘accordion style’ to tuck into the box. Slip pockets
secure favorite tools. The far left cover with the initials is a
needlekeep, and the far right is a pinkeep. The embroidery is
worked with silk floss in vintage tones of terra cotta and bark.
Kit includes tiger maple (aka curly maple) sewing box
with sliding lid, linen, silk floss, pearl cotton, ultrasuede,
ribbons, bead, wool, flannel, muslin, interfacing, stiffener and
mat board. Kit does not include scissors, wood ruler and wood
thread winder shown in photo, or other tools mentioned in the
description above.

Student supplies: fabric shears, tape measure, pins, sewing needles, marking
pencil, twisted cording tool, E6000 glue, and other basic sewing supplies.

Registration Procedures
Registration is accepted by email only, please, at jeanlea@me.com. Registration opened on Monday, April 11.
You will receive an email confirmation of your registration, and with it a registration form attached. Several of
the workshops have only a few spots left. Don’t delay in registering if you want to join us in November.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Jan 13-16, Sampler Symposium featuring Merry Cox
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Save the dates! I’m presenting this information here because some of you have asked, but final details, schedule, and prices aren’t
yet available. Once these details are finalized the opening of registration for these events will be announced in a future newsletter.
Thanks for your patience. Hopefully in early June we will present a complete schedule and announce registration opening.

Flowers From Thy Garden Wouldn’t it be fun to go to class, take your sampler from its carrying
case, unroll it, place it in front of you, and now everything needed is at your fingertips …. a ruler pocket, a
needlebook with vintage linen needle pages, an ultra suede scissors holder tucked behind the needle pages, a
pocket for a thread stick, a lovely pin cushion and many alphabets within the sampler for reference. While
on a trip to England, Merry found a sampler stitched on two pieces of linen and then sewn together. The
antique pieces each have red bands woven into the linen with several alphabets. Merry reproduced the
alphabets from the circa 1860’s sampler, stitched the red bands to replicate the woven ones and then
designed “her garden.” The sampler is hemstitched and then lined separately. The sampler and lining are
held together with buttons and ribbon in the corners. It is folded in half, wrapped around the pin cushion,
and stored in its case. Stitched on 35-count linen. Scrimshaw ruler, scissors and thread stick are optional.

Stitch, Mend & Mark

This is

somewhat of a mystery project that Merry
is currently designing, but here is a little
peek. In 2008, Frey’s Measure Mill made
these wonderful 1-cup dry measures to
commemorate their 150 years in business
(1858-2008). Merry has been waiting to
design something special for this lovely
little box, which is 3 ½” in diameter.
First, there is a roll-up alphabet sampler
that is very unusual and unique. She
purchased the antique alphabet from a
very knowledgeable antique dealer who
informed her it was from Massachusetts
and from the first quarter of the l800’s.
After researching Merry found a sampler
pictured with this particular alphabet and
the sampler was dated 1834. This
reproduction marking alphabet sampler (3
½” x 15 ½” finished) will roll up to go
inside the drawstring silk bag. Attached to
the bottom of the bag is a petite
chatelaine that will hang over the edge of
the bag when the bag is opened and
draped over the 1-cup dry measure box.

Flowers For Milady Sewing Purse & Accessories
A lovely and functional sewing purse holds all the necessary
accessories for stitching. The front flap of the purse features a poem
written by Merry with a gentleman presenting a bouquet of flowers
to his lady. The needlebook/pinkeep has antique linen needle pages
and thread winders inside, and the outside is used as a pincushion
and pinkeep. The scissors and ruler holder is finished with an ultra
suede insert. Scrimshaw ruler and scissors are optional.
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. . . from Hands Across the Sea Samplers

The chart books that are published by Hands Across the Sea, in addition to
the well-done, easy-to-read charts, always include beautiful artwork
appropriate to the subject matter of the sampler. Louisa’s book also
includes 5 pages of historical information, with images from the Müller
Orphanage’s records.
I find the orphanage samplers so very compelling, and when
accompanied by detailed historical information, their reproductions
become so much more to me than a sampler chart.
As I ply my thread and re-create the alphabets and motifs on my
linen, my mind travels back in time to another time and place, and I
wish I had a magic carpet that was fitted for time travel.
The ladies of Hands Across the Sea Samplers, Nicola and Sandra,
have brought amazing samplers to our world, but they are very gracious
in saying they couldn’t do this without their model stitchers, Jacqueline
Morris and Bhooma Aravamudan, to whom they are most grateful.

“Louise Coulimore ~ a Bristol Orphanage Sampler” $25 ~ Here is
what’s written about this exquisite sampler on the designers’ Website:
Louisa’s sampler was previously in the collection of a great collector of antiques
Ellery Yale Wood, an American who moved to the UK in the 1950s, and her partner
Eric Golding, a renowned London book dealer. Following Ellery’s death the sampler
was purchased at auction and is now in the private collection of Nicola Parkman.
Samplers worked within the Müller Orphanage are highly sought after by
collectors and it is said that a collection of antique samplers or a stitcher’s sampler wall
is not complete without at least one example. The samplers acted as a reference to the
girls’ needlework skills in the marking of linen and household items when many of the
girls found employment as domestic servants.
Bristol orphanage samplers are particularly important as the orphanage kept
meticulous records of each child, casting light onto the poverty and desperate social
conditions that existed throughout Britain in the 19th century. Today these records give
us the opportunity to share Louisa’s story with you.
Louisa was born on July 4 1861 in Weymouth Dorset, the daughter of William
Coulimore, a shoe maker, and Louisa Beard. Her mother died in May 1867 of
typhoid fever which was rife, particularly in Victorian industrial cities, due to infected
water.
Louisa, one of her two brothers and two younger sisters, Alice and Matilda, were
given into the care of their Aunt Jane Chivers, a laundress living in Melksham,
Wiltshire. Her father moved to Brackley in Northamptonshire, presumably to find work.
William did not re-marry and died in July 1874 and only 11 days later the children’s
grandfather wrote to the Müller Orphanage asking for four of the children to be
admitted. Matilda the youngest child was not mentioned and remained in her Aunt’s
care.
A letter of reference describes Louisa as “a thoroughly honest, good girl, her Aunt,
with whom she has been living has been careful to teach her rightly, she is tractable and
willing and was kept at school until she was twelve.“
Only Louisa and Alice were granted places and they were admitted to Number
One house on August 21 1874. Orphan No’s: 4313 and 4314.
Louisa remained at the orphanage until she was 16 and in 1877 on August 6 she was
returned to her Aunt’s care as “ ….she could not be recommended for a situation …..
her health being very poor and her weakness such that she gets faint and exhausted to
work”.
In 1886 in Eastbourne, Sussex Louisa married William Humphress. The
census records show that through the following decades Louisa was a self-employed
dressmaker. She put to good use the skills learnt at the orphanage, stitching: rows of
alphabets, border patterns, numerals and small pictorial motifs including a bible on a
small piece of cotton ground.
Louisa and William had 2 children who died in early infancy. Despite her ill
health as a young girl, she lived to 79 years dying in 1940.
The chart includes five pages of historical information on Louisa and the Müller
Orphanage, illustrated with photographs and orphange records.
Louisa’s sampler is suitable for all levels and is stitched entirely in cross stitch
over 2 threads with 2 skeins of Glorianna silk in Schoolhouse Red. With a stitch count
of 246(w) x 280(h) she is an ideal travel/holiday project.

Read more here!
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. . .Jardin Privé

. . . Barbara Ana Designs

“Mélancolie” $9, 158 x 83

“Summer Roses” $11, 131 x 110

“A New World” is a story told in stitches by
Barbara Ana, in 5 episodes. It starts in a village, a
witches' village, houses huddled together, and the
black clad ladies and their cat running the place.

There follows a scene in the prairie, a walk
in the wood, and then a trip to town and,
last but not least, a voyage at sea!
Each part $10, each 195 x 46
Part I - The Night of All Fears
Part II - Plentiful Meadows
Part III - Deep in the Woods (on its way)

Below,, “Strawberry Harvest” $10, 99 x
70, features a young woman pick
strawberries and filling her large basket.

Left, coming in the Summer
issue of Punch Needle &
Primitive Stitcher Magazine,
Barbara Ana’s “Sadie
Woods Sampler”
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. . . Heartstring Samplery

“O is for Old Glory” $10, 76 x 70, first in The Alphabet Series
~ “Coffee Saves Lives” $10, 195 x 195, first in The Magical
Elixir Series, features a playful take on Adam & Eve, under
the coffee tree, with Eve offering up a hot cup of coffee
instead of an apple, with their coffee plantation in the
background, a coffee cherry & bean border and, in place of
the fruit basket, a basket of doughnuts!

. . . Pineberry Lane

. . . Notforgotten Farm
Left, “Flag Folk” $10, 153 x
162 ~ Right, “Mrs. Maguire Bee Charmer” $12, 95 x 109
~ Below right, “Land That I
Love” $12, 122 x 45

. . . Threadwork Primitives
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Gigi’s “Marie Honorat 1820” 546 x 457, $30

This amazing sampler will be such a fun stitch, with the
wonderful array of motifs and beautiful silks, as well as a bit
of metallic. The chart is one of the most amazing
reproduction sampler charts I’ve ever seen; in addition to the
usual charted sampler graph, there is a very clear and
detailed large fold-out page that serves as a ‘road map’ for
the six pages of numbered instructions interspersed with
color photographs of motifs from the antique (two pictured
here). If there were charting awards given, this reproduction
chart would most assuredly be a winner.

To see what sampler uses these gorgeous silks . . .

. . . and this beautiful linen, look for the stunning sampler
that will grace the cover of our July 1 newsletter! The
overdyed silks are shown above, and the solid silks below.
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Our book box finishing class scheduled for July 30 is nearly full! Check out the
larger photos in the June 2 newsletter, page 22, if you’re interested.

It’s here! And we’ll be
shipping as quickly as we can!

Get Spooked! by Lizzie Kate

Lizzie Kate SPOOKED! Mystery Sampler
coming this summer! This 3-part series
($9 each) will ship in June, July, and
August ~ stitch count, 227w x 97h ~
stitched on Colorscapes Ale linen (28c,
32c, 36c & 40c) or 14 or 16c Aida ~
threadpack of 13 Weeks Dye Works skeins,
with an exclusive new color created
especially for this Mystery Sampler.

There are 3 bonus projects, one with each part:
* Bewitched (2-sided fob/pin pillow, 26 x 29 on each
side)
* Winnie Witch Standup (43 x 79, and you can stand
her up or flatten her like the Wizard of Oz!)
* For the Birds (121w x 29h, a very large August
bonus)
Our initial order has been shipped and should be here
next week!
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. . . from The Scarlet Letter

Clockwise from above: “Margaret Muir,” a highly
unusual Scottish sampler that incorporates many
traditional motifs found on Scottish samplers as
well as some unique variations. Stitches used are
eyelet over 16 threads, queen, and cross ~ “Betsy
Adams Sampler” was designed after a
Massachusetts piece from the late eighteenth
century and incorporates many motifs popular
during that century ~ “Ann Walton,” a pair of
sweet little samplers depicting a young boy and
girl at play; the boy is holding a hoop and a stick,
the girl holds a basket and a bouquet.
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. . . a rehanging of our Moira Blackburn models (the
framed ones) with the addition of three on-loan samplers.

Right, “Hope
Sampler”
$16.50

Above, “Multiplication Table” $20 ... “Heart of a Friend” $20
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. . . wonderful scissor fobs, each $18. There’s a definite theme
~ can you tell? The most difficult thing: trying to decide
which one(s) to add to your favorite red scissors! (See below.)

These fabulous fobs are one of a kind, so please give us your
first and second choice when ordering. And please order by
position in the top row and bottom row.

Blingy red-white-&blue magnets, each $14.
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. . . features a wonderful array
of red+white+blue, and today
we show you some more close-

Counterclockwise from left: “Button Posies” $10 ~ “Heartland
Sampler” $16 ~ “Patriotic Scissor Pocket” $12

3 pincushions, each stitched on 52/60 linen: Blackbird Designs’
“In Full Glory” $8 ~ Threadwork Primitives’ “Beggars 4th” $10
~ Heartstring Samplery’s “Sweet Land of Liberty” $10

NeedleWorkPress’s “Sweet Land” $9 ~ “Roses
in July” $8 ~ I LOVE these sweet pieces!
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Amy’s projects from a Lauren Sauer workshop.

Amy’s personalization of Amy Mitten’s online
tutorial projects. I wish all of you could see these
in person! Amazing needlework!
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A b o v e, E a rl e n e ’s fi n i s h o f V i ck i e /
NeedleWorkPress’s sweet interpretation of
Nancy Mills’ artwork that graced the cover
of this box at our January Sampler
Symposium with the focus on Frakturs.
Left, Dianne’s recently completed and framed “Mary Bunce” from
Gigi R Designs stitched on 45c Lakeside’s Vintage Lt. Examplar with
our Tudor conversion ~ Oh, I so love this sampler!

Left, Shelly’s beautiful finish
of “Madonna and Child,”
Gigi R’s sampler
reproduction from Inguna’s
Samplers.
Right, Debby’s finish of
Vickie/NeedleWorkPress’s
“Out on a Limb,” a design
extrapolated from a
Fraktur, as part of our
January Sampler
Symposium ~ this is a
stunning design! Watch for
its general release next year.
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Sue also brought her
granddaughters, visiting from
Houston, to The Attic to shop,
and I’d intended to take their
photo for this newsletter. Well, I
forgot. But as luck would have
it, Charlotte, 9, forgot her cell
phone and they came back the
next day. But her sister Caton,
12, stayed home to stitch! Don’t
you just love it?! So I asked Sue
to send me a photo of them. I
know it warms your heart as
much as it does mine to see
young needleworkers enjoying
this as much as we do!

Last week we had some special visitors to our Attic,
Diane/Little House Needleworks and her husband Ron.
It was wonderful to see them both looking so hale
and hearty after the health challenges they’ve faced
~ they were in the Mesa area for their
granddaughter’s dance competition!

As we celebrate Father’s Day once again, I
share this favorite photo of our father, taken
on our wedding day in 1970. He looks mighty
fine in his tux, I think! So miss that man!

It’s my brother Jer & wife Nancy’s 49th
wedding anniversary this week ~ I know,
somewhere they found the Fountain of Youth!
This photo was taken in March when they were
visiting. And NEXT year there will be a big
party in Wisconsin! I hope we can be there.
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